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An epic new strategy game like you’ve never seen before; Deck Casters fuses deck building with RTS and MOBA Gameplay
into one incredible experience. Play as an arcane ma 5d3b920ae0
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Scrolling around feels unusually clunky, the units are actually only slightly different from each other in practice (maybe if you
git gud then the minor distinctions in how they heal and circumstances where they self-buff become important, but when just
trying the game you just have to put more units up against fewer units), and the random card draws mostly serve to sometimes
annoy you with a hand full of spells you don't really need and can't easily get rid of. Oh, and the single player mode is definitely
not the mode they were hoping people would play, which is too bad when there's nobody else playing.. Scrolling around feels
unusually clunky, the units are actually only slightly different from each other in practice (maybe if you git gud then the minor
distinctions in how they heal and circumstances where they self-buff become important, but when just trying the game you just
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have to put more units up against fewer units), and the random card draws mostly serve to sometimes annoy you with a hand full
of spells you don't really need and can't easily get rid of. Oh, and the single player mode is definitely not the mode they were
hoping people would play, which is too bad when there's nobody else playing.
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